
   Fiction

 Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands
by  Chris Bohjalian

ISBN: 9780385681926
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 288
Price: $29.95

A heartbreaking and wildly inventive new novel from the bestselling author of Midwives and The Sandcastle Girls. 
     Close Your Eyes, Hold Hands is the story of Emily Shepard, a homeless girl living in an igloo made of garbage bags in Burlington, Vermont. Nearly a
year ago, a power plant in the Northeast Kingdom of Vermont had a meltdown and both of Emily's parents were killed. Devastatingly, her father was in
charge of the plant, and the meltdown may have been his fault--was he drunk when it happened? Thousands of people are forced to leave their homes; rivers
and forests are destroyed; and Emily knows that as the daughter of the most hated man in America, she is in danger. So instead of following the social
workers and her classmates to safety after the meltdown, Emily takes off on her own for Burlington where she survives by stealing, sleeping on the floor of a
drug dealer's house, inventing a new identity for herself, and befriending a young homeless kid named Cameron. But Emily can't outrun her past, can't
escape her grief, can't hide forever--and so she comes up with the only plan that she can.

 Country Of Ice Cream Star
by Sandra Newman

ISBN: 9780345807434
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 640
Price: $35.00

A post-apocalyptic literary epic in the tradition of The Handmaid's Tale, Divergent and Cloud Atlas, and a breakout book in North America for a writer of
rare and unconventional talent. 
     From Guardian First Book Award finalist Sandra Newman comes an ambitious and extraordinary novel of a future in which bands of children and teens
survive on the detritus--physical and cultural--of a collapsed America. When her brother is struck down by Posies--a contagion that has killed everyone by
their late teens for generations--fifteen-year-old Ice Cream Star pursues the rumour of a cure and sets out on a quest to save him, her tribe and what's left of
their future. Along the way she faces broken hearts and family tragedy, mortal danger and all-out war--and much growing up for the girl who may have led
herself and everyone she loves to their doom.
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 The High Druid's Blade

The Defenders of Shannara

ISBN: 9780345540706
Binding: Hardback 
Series: The Defenders of Shannara
Publisher: Random House Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 320
Price: estimated price, 

Legend has it that Paxon Leah is descended from the royals and warriors who once ruled the Highlands and waged war with magical weapons. But those
kings, queens, and heroes are long gone, and there is nothing enchanted about the antique sword that hangs above Paxon's fireplace. Running his family's
modest shipping business, Paxon leads a quiet life--until extraordinary circumstances overturn his simple world . . . and rewrite his destiny.
  
 When his brash young sister is abducted by a menacing stranger, Paxon races to her rescue with the only weapon he can find. And in a harrowing duel, he is
stunned to discover powerful magic unleashed within him--and within his ancestors' ancient blade. But his formidable new ability is dangerous in untrained
hands, and Paxon must master it quickly because his nearly fatal clash with the dark sorcerer Arcannen won't be his last. Leaving behind home and hearth, he
journeys to the keep of the fabled Druid order to learn the secrets of magic and earn the right to become their sworn protector.
  
 But treachery is afoot deep in the Druids' ranks. And the blackest of sorcery is twisting a helpless innocent into a murderous agent of evil. To halt an
insidious plot that threatens not only the Druid order but all the Four Lands, Paxon Leah must summon the prof ...

 Now & In The Hour Of Our Death
by Patrick Taylor

ISBN: 9780765335197
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Tom Doherty Associates
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 384
Price: $28.99

Nine years ago, the bloody conflict in Northern Ireland tore apart two young lovers, consuming their hopes and dreams and changing their lives forever.
Now, in 1983, Davy McCutcheon and Fiona Kavanagh find themselves worlds apart.Davy, once a bomb-maker for the Provisional IRA, is serving a twenty-
five-year sentence in a British prison. Having seen enough of death and violence, he wants nothing more to do with the struggle that cost him his freedom
and his love. But old loyalties die hard and, despite himself, Davy is drawn into a dangerous conspiracy on behalf of his fellow Provos . . . .Meanwhile,
Fiona has forged a new life for herself in Vancouver, British Columbia, far away from the war-torn streets of Belfast. Now a vice-principal at a local
elementary school, she has a successful career, good friends, and a new man in her life. Yet she remains haunted by painful memories of her troubled
homeland-and the love she left behind. Now and in the Hour of Our Death  is a moving and compelling portrait of ordinary men and women caught up in a
conflict not of their making, and of the way the past holds onto us even as we try to move on into an uncertain future.

 Private L A
by James Patterson

ISBN: 9781455515912
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Private
Publisher: Grand Central Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 448
Price: $18.00

Private's Jack Morgan investigates the disappearance of the biggest superstar couple in Hollywood.

Thom and Jennifer Harlow are the perfect couple, with three perfect children. They maybe two of the biggest mega movie stars in the world, but they're also
great parents, philanthropists and just all-around good people.

When they disappear without a word from their ranch, facts are hard to find. They live behind such a high wall of security and image control that even world-
renowned Private Investigator Jack Morgan can't get to the truth. But as Jack keeps probing, secrets sprout thick and fast--and the world's golden couple may
emerge as hiding behind a world of desperation and deception that the wildest reality show couldn't begin to unveil. Murder is only the opening scene.
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 Summer At The Lake

by Erica James

ISBN: 9781409145974
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Orion Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 
Price: $15.99

No Description

 Tomorrow & Tomorrow
by Thomas Sweterlitsch

ISBN: 9780399167492
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Putnam Adult
Pub. Date: 2014-07-15
Pages: 352
Price: $31.00

"Thomas Sweterlitsch is a superstar. ... Tomorrow and Tomorrow is a brutal, beautiful book. Read it." --Jesse Kellerman, internationally bestselling author
of Trouble
  
   "Tomorrow and Tomorrow is a rich, absorbing, relentlessly inventive mindfuck, a smart, dark noir... a wild mash-up of Raymond Chandler, Philip K. Dick,
and William S. Burroughs and, like their work, utterly visionary." --Stewart O'Nan, author of The Odds
  
   "Strong debut...vivid and compelling." --Publishers Weekly
  
   Yesterday can't last forever...
  
   A decade has passed since the city of Pittsburgh was reduced to ash.
              
   While the rest of the world has moved on, losing itself in the noise of a media-glutted future, survivor John Dominic Blaxton remains obsessed with the
past. Grieving for his wife and unborn child who perished in the blast, Dominic relives his lost life by immersing in the Archive--a fully interactive
digital reconstruction of Pittsburgh, accessible to anyone who wants to visit the places they remember and the people they loved.
              
   Dominic investigates deaths recorded in the Archive to help  ...
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 The Walk Home

A Novel
by  Rachel Seiffert

ISBN: 9780307908810
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-07-08
Pages: 304
Price: $30.00

Stevie comes from a long line of people who have cut and run. Just like he has.
 
Only he's not so sure he was right to go. He's been to London, taught himself to get by, and now he's working as a laborer not so far from his childhood home
in Glasgow. But Stevie hasn't told his family--what's left of them--that he's back. Not yet.
 
He's also not far from his uncle Eric, another one who left--for love this time. Stevie's toughened himself up against that emotion. And as for his mother,
Lindsey . . . well, she ran her whole life. From her father and Ireland, from her husband, and eventually from Stevie, too.
 
Moving between Stevie's contemporary Glaswegian life and the story of his parents when they were young, The Walk Home is a powerful novel about the
risk of love, and the madness and betrayals that can split a family. Without your past, who are you? Where does it leave you when you go against your
family, turn your back on your home; when you defy the world you grew up in? If you cut your ties, will you cut yourself adrift? Yearning to belong exerts a
powerful draw, and Stevie knows there are still people waiting for him to walk home.
 
An extraordinarily deft and humane writer, Rachel Seiffert tells us the truth about love and about hope.
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